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26/11: The ten big mistakes
Mumbai marks first anniv of 26/11
Rescue operations at Taj

New CCTV footage from the 26/11 Mumbai attacks has
emerged, showing how the Pakistani terrorists created
mayhem inside the Taj Mahal Hotel.
The footage - available exclusively to Headlines Today - shows the
Pakistani terrorists repeatedly entering and leaving room no. 551
in the hotel. They not only have the keys to the room but are seen
bringing a huge rucksack in and carrying it out fully loaded.
Sources fear that the weapons and ammunition used by the
terrorists were already stocked up in this room.

The footage shows two terrorists walking
inside the Taj Mahal Hotel

The footage also shows two terrorists walking through the Shamiana corridor and firing indiscriminately.
There is an explosion at the cashier desk in the tower lobby.
The terrorists appear to be well versed with the layout of the hotel and in command. They move from floor
to floor, door to door, killing those who come in the way. One of the terrorists shoots the glass of the
north-cote entrance door down and enters the hotel's Palace wing.
NSG commandos too are seen in action, taking positions, giving each other cover and throwing a grenade
inside a room. Moments later, the terrorists inside fire.
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Ameesha Patel
celebrated her birthday
during the promotion
of Shortcut Romeo.
Cops seize Saif's
chopper
Ad film shoot starring
Saif Ali Khan was
stalled after police
seized chopper.

Selena, Justin
split again?
Gomez is reportedly
occupied with lots of
things which will
probably make it
easier for her to move
on.
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Casper?
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has five-year-old twins
Max and Emme with
her ex-husband Marc
Anthony.
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Read Surfers' Comments
Posted by: Rustom Kiyaniwala.
India. | November 4, 2010

Every Pakistani and some Indias a proud about this massacre. Read the international and even Indian message boards and
comments. Also see how Pakis were celebrating when the attack was on. This msg.may be only for the moderator here as

Sonam's journey
from flab to fab
Actor Sonam Kapoor
on how she took
charge of her weight,
health and looks!

they never allow any message to appear that criticises procongressi and propaki elements in my opinion. They will simply
discard this message as 'hate message' as we are not supposed to hate propakis whatever the tyranical attacks they inflict on
this nation since ages. Love them, let them kick you and only then our media will pompously accept you a bit. This is my
opinion as a free citizen of a free India.
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